[Selection and techniques of surgical procedures based on the mode of cancer spread of rectal cancer].
The author reviewed recent results of Japanese and international studies on preoperative staging, pathology of bisopied specimens, sentinel node navigation surgery, and single tumor cells in rectal cancer. Preoperative staging with high accuracy is possible using high spatial MRI imaging. Examination of circumferential resection margins is incompatible with that of lymph nodes Intersphincteric resection can be an alternative to abdominoperineal resection for selected rectal tumors located at the anorectal junction without compromising the chance for cure. Although information on sentinel node navigation surgery and isolated single cells has accumulated, the selection of surgical procedures should not be based on these investigations. We emphasize that multiinstitutional clinical trials of adjuvant chemoradiotherapy and surgical treatment are indispensable for developing treatments for rectal cancer in Japan.